REPORT
From the Conference Inhibitory Control of Brain Plasticity
The Conference „Inhibitory Control of Brain Plasticity – Bio-imaging Methods Reveal Brain Plasticity”
which was supported by the EU FP7 Project BIO-IMAGINE: BIO-IMAGing in Research INnovation and
Education (GA No. 264173) took place in Krakow, Poland, from September 5 to 7th, 2013.
The Conference venue was the Collegium Novum of The Jagiellonian University. The scientific
organizer was prof. Małgorzata Kossut (The Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, Warsaw) aided
by prof. Jerzy Mozrzymas (Wroclaw Medical University). The technical and organizational aspects
were handled by tte Jagiellonian University Events Office and coordinated by prof. Marian
Lewandowski (Biology Faculty, Jagiellonian University).
The conference had 115 participants . The invited speakers came from United Kingdom (2 persons),
France (1 person), Germany (1 person), Switzerland (2 persons), Finland (1 person), Hungary (1
person),USA (3 persons), Italy (2 persons) and Poland (5 persons). Poster presenters were from
Poland, Spain, Germany, Italy, United Kingdom and Hungary.
The scientific programme consisted of plenary lectures, the poster session and the round table
discussion; the latter was chaired by prof. Jerzy Vetulani (Kraków), prof. Enrico Cherubini (Trieste)
and prof. Jerzy Mozrzymas (Wroclaw). There was a special session devoted to in vivo imaging of
inhibitory neurons and their synapses in murine brain. All presentations ended with insightful and
often sharp discussion. It is worth to mention that the plenary speakers, in many cases, showed
import and unpublished data. The Meeting participants had a very good opinion on the scientific
level of the meeting and the scientific climate of the conference. The topic of the Meeting was well
chosen, timely and did not repeat the subjects of other specialized meetings which were organized in
2013. Importantly, the presentations illustrated the ongoing change in understanding the role of
inhibition in the mechanisms of brain plasticity. Several speakers and many participants expressed a
wish to have the Meeting repeated in two years time.
The Conference was supported by the EU FP7 Project Bio-IMAGINE: BIO-IMAGing in research
Innovation and Education, GA No. 264173
Małgorzata Kossut

